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PAARL TREE ROUTE
PAARL TUINBOU 2015

1 Taalmonument/Language Monument

S 33˚ 45ʹ 58.2ʺ    EO 18˚ 56ʹ 33.7ʺ

S 33.76616˚       EO 18.94268˚

2 Hoofstr/Main St, Courtrai-ingang,  agter Watermeul

S 33˚ 44ʹ 59.2ʺ   EO 18˚ 57ʹ 39.8ʺ

S 33.74977˚      EO 18.96105˚

A medium-sized, evergreen tree, the wild olive is found not only throughout Africa, but also in Arabia, India and China. The sweetly 

scented flowers are creamy-white and appear from October to February. These are followed by the small fruit which are black when 

ripe. Indeed, it is mainly the smallness of the flower and fruit that separates this tree from the cultivated olive of commerce. It is 

however hardier of habit and for this reason used as a root stock for its commercial cousin. The fruits of the wild olive are enjoyed by a 

host of birds, baboons, bushpigs, warthogs and vervet monkeys. Its leaves make it a very valuable fodder tree in arid areas such as 

the Karoo and Griqualand West. The dark juice of the fruit has been used to make ink and the beautiful wood is greatly valued for 

carving, cabinet work and furniture. Described as "steel like", the wood is very hard, durable and termite-and borer-resistant - popular 

then as fence poles that are said to last for 100´s of years.

Olienhout/ Wild Olive/Olea europaea subsp Africana  

(Inheems/Indigenous)

Kiepersol/Cabbage Tree /Cussonia paniculata (Inheems/Indigenous)

The Highveld Cabbage Tree (Cussonia paniculata), native to South Africa  is an evergreen tree that grows up to 4m tall. The Common 

Cabbage tree has long grey stems with smooth bark. Flowers from April to May and fruits from June to September. The leaves provide 

good fodder for stock and the Zulu name refers to this tree as goats' food. The roots are succulent and edible, mashed roots have also 

been used in the treatment of Malaria. It is a short, thick-set tree, rarely exceeding 5 meters in height, therefore making a perfect 

garden specimen. 



3 Courtrai-ingang op eiland

S 33˚ 46ʹ 13.5ʺ   EO 18˚ 57ʹ 33.0ʺ

S 33.77042˚      EO 18.95918˚

4 De Poort Erfenissentrum/Heritage Centre, Turkstr/St

S 33˚ 46ʹ 08.3ʺ   EO 18˚ 57ʹ 45.1ʺ

S 33.76897˚       EO 18.96254˚

5 h/v Concordia/Allemanstr/St, onderkant KWV 

S 33˚ 45ʹ 45.3ʺ   EO 18˚ 57ʹ 46.5ʺ

S 33.76260ʺ       EO 18.96292˚

Labirint/Labyrinth en/and Kroondenbome/Stone pine/Umbrella 

pine/Parasol pine/Pinus pinea (Genaturaliseer/Naturalised)

What is a labyrinth?

A labyrinth is a safe and sacred space in which we can reconnect with ourselves, with nature and with the world of spirit.  A labyrinth is 

an ancient pattern that people used through millennia for personal and spiritual growth, prayer, ritual, initiation and ceremony.  It 

consists of a single meandering path that leads you from the entrance to the centre and back on the same path. The first labyrinth built 

in a church was an  11-circuit Medieval design (the same as the one at De Poort) in 1201 in the Chartres Cathedral in France.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

The stone pine (Pinus pinea), also called Italian stone pine, umbrella pine and parasol pine, is a tree from the pine family (Pinaceae).  

The tree is native to the Mediterranean region and is also naturalized in North Africa and South Africa.   In the Western Cape Province, 

where the pines were according to legend planted by the French Huguenot refugees, who settled at the Cape of Good Hope during the 

late 17th century, and brought the seeds with them from France.  Known in the Afrikaans language as kroonden. Stone pines have 

been used and cultivated for their edible pine nuts since prehistoric times. They are widespread in horticultural cultivation as 

ornamental trees, planted in gardens and parks around the world. The tree is, however, considered an invasive nuisance in South 

Africa, P. pinea has become a feature of the Cape Town landscape.

Natalse mahonie/Natal Mahogany/Trichilia emetica (Inheems/Indigenous)

This large, evergreen has a wide spreading crown which casts dense shade. The handsome leaves are a glossy dark green. The 

sweet smelling flowers are a creamy green colour and are produced in tight bunches. This is a deciduous tree, which can grow up to 

20m tall. The nectar attracts bees and birds. The round fruits split when mature, revealing striking red and black seeds which are 

eaten. Local people soak seeds in water, which leave behind a milky substance, which is sometimes eaten with spinach. The seeds 

are also eaten by certain bird species. Oil extracted from the seeds is used cosmetically and also to help heal bones. Occasionally a 

tree will only bear male flowers, so will never fruit. The flowers are produced between August and November and fruit is found between 

December and April. The wood is used for carvings, musical instruments, household implements, furniture, bats and canoes.

Deodarisseder / Himalayan Cedar/Cedrus deodara (Uitheems/Exotic)

Cedrus deodara is a species of cedar native to the western Himalayas. This attractive cedar, with silver-blue foliage, grows fairly fast 

and is suitable only for very large gardens. It makes an ideal avenue or windbreak tree for farms. Species is monoecious; male cones 

2 to 3 inches long on the lower parts of crown; female cones erect, purplish, occur on upper portions of crown.



6 Allemanstr/St 33

S 33˚ 45ʹ 36.9ʺ   EO 18˚ 57ʹ 47.3ʺ

S 33.76026ʺ       EO 18.96314˚

7 Ceciliastr/St 11

S 33˚ 45ʹ 23.8ʺ   EO 18˚ 57ʹ 51.3ʺ

S 33.75661˚       EO 18.96424˚

8 Hoofstr/Main St 42A

 S 33˚ 52ʹ 09.4ʺ       EO 18˚ 38ʹ 10.9ʺ

S 33.86928˚             EO 18.63637˚

Jacaranda trees were introduced to South Africa in 1880 for ornamental purposes. The tree that is most often seen is the Blue 

Jacaranda (Jacaranda mimosifolia). It flowers in spring and early summer and the flowers last for two months. The government listed 

the jacaranda as an invasive species, which means the trees which already exist must be kept, but no more planting of the jacaranda 

tree. The Jacaranda is native to tropical and subtropical regions of Central America, South America, Cuba, Hispaniola, Jamaica and 

the Bahamas.

Tipo(Trots van Bolivia)/Tipu Tree/ Tipuana  tipu (Suid-Amerika/South 

America)(Uitheems/Exotic) 

The Tipuana is a large, massively branched, wide-spreading deciduous tree up to 23m high. Bright green, smooth leaves. Large 

sprays of golden-yellow flowers in late spring and summer. Yellowish-brown, seeded, winged pods 50-60mm long. Freely self-seeding. 

The tree is from  Bolivia and Argentina in South America.

Australiese kastaiing (Boerboon) /Australian Chestnut (Moreton Bay 

Chestnut) /Castanospermum australe (Uitheems/Exotic ) 

This is a beautiful evergreen tree growing up to 130 feet tall in the wild with a very dense crown of dark green, glossy pinnate leaves 

about 5 inches long.  Because of their content of saponins the leaves and seeds are toxic to livestock and humans. During October 

and November the tree produces sprays of bright red and yellow, pea-shaped flowers, 1.2 to 1.6 inches long (3-4 cm), with very long 

white stamens. The fruits are large, woody cylindrical pods, brown, turning black in fall when they ripen, 5 to 8 inches long.  The wood 

is one of Australia's most attractive cabinet timbers (known as Black Bean or Moreton Bay Chestnut) and is highly prized for carved 

work, furniture, panelling, plywood and joinery. The species is occasionally used for street-side planting in South Africa and is quite 

common in Pretoria.

Jakaranda/Jacaranda/Jacaranda mimosifolia (Uitheems/Exotic)



9 Hoofstr/Main St  42B,  De Hoop Clift

S 33˚ 45ʹ 32.1ʺ   EO 18˚ 57ʹ 42.9ʺ

S 33.75893˚      EO 18.96192˚

10 H/v Enslinstr 19/Walthamcross 

S 33˚ 45ʹ 15.3ʺ   EO 18˚ 57ʹ 32.5ʺ

S 33.75424˚       EO 18.95903˚

11 H/v Enslin/ Hoofstr/Main St 

S 33˚ 45ʹ 15.3ʺ   EO 18˚ 57ʹ 42.9ʺ

S  33˚.75422˚    EO 18.96194˚

Doringboom/Thorn Tree/Acacia (Inheems/Indigenous)

The tree is deciduous and is one of the first to shoot in spring. The new leaves are particularly pretty, being a soft, fresh green. The 

flower spikes are creamy white and sweetly scented. They appear from September to November with the main flowering occurring in 

October. The name Acacia is derived from "akis " meaning a point or barb and caffra was a epiphet frequently bestowed on plants 

from the eastern parts of South Africa in previous centuries. The word caffra in Hebrew means "person living on the land".  The Acacia 

caffra occurs naturally in a wide variety of habitats from coastal scrub to bushveld and highveld grasslands. The tree is able to 

withstand fire, which is important in areas such as grassland and savannas where fire forms an integral part of the ecology.

Europese eik/English Oak /Quercus robur (Genaturaliseer/Naturalised)

Unrivalled king of the forest in Britain, the English oak (pedunculate oak) is synonymous with strength, size and longevity. Key Uses: 

Timber, tanning leather, food for livestock. The English oak is probably the most well-known and best-loved of the tree species native 

to Britain. This king of the forest can live for more than a millennium according to some sources, and grow up to 40 m high. Mature 

specimens are usually home to many species of wildlife. This is  the most common of the oaks found in South Africa. The first tree to 

be declared as protected under the Act in 2003 was an English oak tree (Quercus robur) in Sophiatown in Johannesburg. Estimated to 

be over a century old, it was the only relic and landmark of the days before the residents were forcibly relocated and the town was 

turned into a whites-only suburb under apartheid law. The tree is of cultural significance because it was under its leafy branches that 

residents and political activists used to gather for meetings.

Ficus Nitida/Laurel Fig/ Ficus microcarpa nitida (Uitheems/Exotic)

 Origin: India, Malaysia. The Indian Laurel Fig is taxonomically confusing in the horticulture industry because it's scientific name has 

been changed so many times in the last 30 years. It is also called the Chinese Banyan, scientific name Ficus microcarpa. In the 

tropical foliage trade the same tree is called Ficus nitida or microcarpa. This dense, evergreen shade tree is lush throughout the year. 

It can grow up to 15 m in height, with a dense rounded crown and sturdy, erect stems covered in smooth grey bark. The leathery oval 

shaped leaves are a deep glossy green. Tiny flowers are hidden within the “fig,” a fleshy, specialized receptacle that develops into a 

small green fruit turning to yellow or dark red when ripe. Attracts birds. They are also notorious for lifting sidewalks, pool decking and 

fences with their roots. The Ficus microcarpa is widely distributed as an ornamental plant and is one of the most common street trees 

in warm climates.



12 Peroldstr/St

S 33˚ 45ʹ 10.1ʺ      EO 18˚ 57ʹ 46.3ʺ

S 33.75282˚           EO 18.96285˚

13 De Waalstr/St Swagersraad

S 33˚ 45ʹ 11.0ʺ   EO 18˚ 57ʹ 40.3ʺ

S 33.75328˚      EO 18.961190˚

14 Brugstr/St 3

S 33˚ 45ʹ 02.0ʺ   EO 18˚ 57ʹ 46.3ʺ

S 33.75055˚       EO 18.96285˚

The Silk floss tree, native to Brazil and Argentina, is an awkwardly branched 30-60 ft (9.1-18.3 m) tree with pale green leaves 

palmately divided into 5-7 pointed leaflets. The bulbous green trunk is covered with big blunt warty triangular spines and turns gray as 

the tree gets older. Silk floss trees typically drop their leaves just before they put on their spectacular autumn display of five-petaled 

flowers (flowering time during March, April and May). The petals vary from pale pink to rose to purple or burgundy at the tips and grade 

into ivory with brownish spots or blotches at the base. The flowers are followed by pear shaped capsules filled with many seeds 

embedded in silky white floss. The bark is covered with thorns and is a dark green colour.

Kanferbome/Camphor Tree/Cinnamonum camphora (Uitheems/Exotic) 

This tree is native to East Asia and  is an evergreen tree growing 10-26m high with a dense canopy. It has smooth bark which is green 

becoming rough, scaly and brownish-grey. The trunk becomes massive and spreading at its base. The leaves are reddish when young 

turning glossy bright green above and blue-grey beneath and three-veined from the base. The leaves have a glossy, waxy appearance 

and smell of camphor when crushed. In spring, it produces bright green foliage with masses of small white flowers. It produces clusters 

of black, berry-like fruit around 1 cm (0.39 in) in diameter. Camphor trees are the oldest living, officially documented trees on the sub-

continent. They were first introduced to the Cape from China and Japan around 1670.

Witstinkhoutbome/White Stinkwood Trees/Celtis africana 

(Inheems/Indigenous)

With their human-like, pale-silver trunks and tender green growth each spring, white stinkwoods are perhaps the most popular of all 

our indigenous trees. Inconspicuous green flowers (Augtus-October) precede the small, round fruits (October-February) which are 

enjoyed by an array of wild life: the ripe yellow fruit are eaten by baboons and monkeys and a host of birds. This tree is revered as 

having magical, spiritual powers by some African cultures. It is said to offer protection from negative forces and to bestow fertility. 

Strips of the bark, hung within the home, are reputed to deter snakes. Distinctive and stately, the white stinkwood graces many 

gardens and avenues. As urban trees, these trees are fast growing.  

Braziliaanse kapokboom/Silk Floss Tree/ Chorisia speciosa 

(Uitheems/Exotic)



15 Brugstr/St 5

S 33˚ 45ʹ 01.6ʺ   EO 18˚ 57ʹ 48.1ʺ

S 33.75044˚       EO 18.96335˚

16 H/v  Brug- & Weltevredestr/St,  oorkant Boys' High-

S 33˚ 45ʹ 01.0ʺ   EO 18˚ 57ʹ 51.8ʺ

S 33.75027ʺ       EO 18.96440˚

17 Bosmanstr/St 3

S 33˚ 44ʹ 59.3ʺ   EO 18˚ 57ʹ 40.1ʺ

S 33.74982˚      EO 18.96113˚ 

Ficus Nitida/Laurel Fig/ Ficus microcarpa nitida (Uitheems/Exotic)

 Origin: India, Malaysia. The Indian Laurel Fig is taxonomically confusing in the horticulture industry because it's scientific name has 

been changed so many times in the last 30 years. It is also called the Chinese Banyan, scientific name Ficus microcarpa. In the 

tropical foliage trade the same tree is called Ficus nitida or microcarpa. This dense, evergreen shade tree is lush throughout the year. 

It can grow up to 15 m in height, with a dense rounded crown and sturdy, erect stems covered in smooth grey bark. The leathery oval 

shaped leaves are a deep glossy green. Tiny flowers are hidden within the “fig,” a fleshy, specialized receptacle that develops into a 

small green fruit turning to yellow or dark red when ripe. Attracts birds. They are also notorious for lifting sidewalks, pool decking and 

fences with their roots. The Ficus microcarpa is widely distributed as an ornamental plant and is one of the most common street trees 

in warm climates.

Tibouchina (ook Lasiandra genoem)/Glory Bush (Princess Flower) 

/Tibouchina semidecambra  (Uitheems/Exotic)

Tibouchina semidecandra, the princess flower, glory bush, or lasiandra, is a sprawling, evergreen shrub or small ornamental tree 

native to Brazil. Tibouchina is a fast growing, evergreen shrub that forms majestic mounds of handsome foliage that is covered during 

the warm months (January – April) with big beautiful bluish purple flowers. 

Wilde kastaiing/ Cape Chestnut/ Calodendrum capensis 

(Inheems/Indigenous)

An African semi-decidious tree with glossy dark green foliage that looks spectacular when in flower, as the large, pink flowers cover 

the whole of the crown (the leafy part of the tree). The Cape chestnut seldom flowers before it is 7 or 8 years old. It flowers from spring 

to summer. Carl Thunberg (1743-1828), a Swedish physician and botanist who was a protégé of Carl Linnaeus (the father of modern 

taxonomy), saw this tree in South Africa in 1772. He was taken with it and gave it the generic name Calodendrum, which is derived 

from the Greek for ‘beautiful tree’.



18 Hoofstr/Main Str 161

S 33˚ 44ʹ 51.0ʺ    EO 18˚ 57ʹ 44.0ʺ

S 33.74749˚       EO 18.96222˚

19 Hoofstr/Main St,  Strooidak Kerk/Church

S 33˚ 44ʹ 44.9ʺ   EO 18˚ 57ʹ 48.2ʺ

S 33.74580˚      EO 18.96338˚

20 Hoofstr/Main St (Agter Strooidakkerk)

S 33˚ 44ʹ 45.3ʺ   EO 18˚ 57ʹ 47.6ʺ

S 33.74592˚      EO 18.96322˚

Italiaanse sipres/ Italian Cypress/Stricta/Cupressus sempervirens  

(Uitheems/Exotic)

The Italian Cypress grows in a narrow, columnar fashion, practically reaching straight up without ever growing very wide. The 

Mediterranean Cypress has been widely cultivated as an ornamental tree for millennia away from its native range, including  South 

Africa. It is also known for its very durable, scented wood, used most famously for the doors of St. Peter's Basilica in the Vatican City, 

Rome. Cypress used to be used in distilleries as staves to hold mash ferments to make alcohol before the invention of stainless steel. 

In cosmetics it is used as astringent, firming, anti-seborrheic, anti-dandruff, anti-aging and as fragrance. In classical antiquity, the 

cypress was a symbol of mourning and in the modern era it remains the principal cemetery tree in both the Muslim world and Europe. 

In the classical tradition, the cypress was associated with death and the underworld, because it failed to regenerate when cut back too 

severely. In popular culture Italian Cypress is often stereotypically associated with vacation destinations to the Mediterranean region; 

Italy in particular. Often seen in travel posters for decades. 

Bloekombome/Blue Gum/ Eucalyptus australis (Uitheems/Exotic)

There are more than 700 species of eucalyptus, mostly native to Australia. Many species, but far from all, are known as gum trees 

because they exude copious kino from any break in the bark.  Some eucalyptus species have attracted attention from horticulturists,  

global development researchers and environmentalists because of desirable traits such as being fast-growing sources of wood, 

producing oil that can be used for cleaning and as a natural insecticide, or an ability to be used to drain swamps and thereby reduce 

the risk of malaria. Outside their natural ranges, eucalypts are both lauded for their beneficial economic impact on poor populations 

and criticised for being "water-guzzling" aliens, leading to controversy over their total impact. Numerous Eucalyptus species have been 

introduced into South Africa, mainly for timber and firewood but also for ornamental purposes. They are popular with beekeepers for 

the honey they provide.

Pekanneutboom/Pecan Tree/Carya illinoenensis (Uitheems/Exotic) en  

Keiappelheining/Crab Apple Fence/ Dovyalis caffra (Inheems/Indigenous)

Pecan is a North American member of the walnut plant family (Juglandaceae). Pecan trees are very large, deciduous, sun-loving trees. 

Pecan is monoecious, having separate male and female flowers on the same plant. The first pecan trees was imported to Kwazulu-

Natal around the turn of the 19/20th centuries. From there, trees spread mainly across the subtropical regions of South Africa.       

Dovyalis caffra/Kei apple, Kai apple, or Kau apple can be cultivated as a border, screen or used to form an impenetrable hedge around 

a garden to keep unwanted animals and people out. It will grow well in either full sun or light shade and will also need regular trimming 

in order to maintain a good hedge. The leaves are used as fodder (bulk feed for livestock). The fruits are edible and make excellent 

jam. Kei apple (Dovyalis caffra) is indigenous to the southern regions of Africa. Being evergreen, it provides a year-round screen, while 

its long sharp thorns deter both people and animals.



21 Hoofstr/Main St,  Zederberg-parkie oorkant Zomerlust 

S 33˚ 44ʹ 40.7ʺ   EO 18˚ 57ʹ 44.0ʺ

S 33.74464˚      EO 18.96221˚

22 Hoofstraat,  agter Zomerlust 

S 33˚ 44ʹ 35.0ʺ   EO 18 ˚57ʹ 46.8ʺ

S 33.743050˚    EO 18.96301˚           

23

a) h/v Faure/La Modestr/St agter Stadsaal  

b) h/v Protea/Septimusstr/St

a) S 33˚ 44ʹ 16.0ʺ   EO 18˚ 57ʹ 41.6ʺ

b) S 33˚ 44ʹ 16.9ʺ   EO 18˚ 57ʹ 36.5ʺ

a) S 33.73278˚        EO 18.96156˚

b) S 33.73803˚        EO 18.96026˚

This remarkable tree is known as a 'living fossil', as it is the sole survivor of an ancient group of trees that date back to beyond the time 

of the dinosaurs. The maidenhair tree remains virtually unchanged today and represents the only living bridge between 'higher' and 

'lower' plants (between ferns and conifers). Maidenhair trees can be extremely long-lived, the oldest recorded individual being 3,500 

years old. Ginkgo biloba has been used in Chinese traditional medicine for centuries. Today, it is also cultivated for use in Western 

medicine. The leaves are used in herbal remedies for cognitive complaints, such as Alzheimer’s disease, dementia and vertigo. 

Essenhoutboom(Kaliforniese Esdoring/Variegated Box elder/Acer 

negundo Variegatum (Uitheems/Exotic)

Native to large parts of North America, this is a conspicuous tree with highly ornamental leaves that are marbled  green and creamy 

white.  Leaves turn yellow in fall.  Beautiful flowers appear in spring, before the leaves, followed by ornamental winged fruits.  The 

flowers are small and appear in early spring on drooping racemes. The seeds are paired samaras, each seed slender, 1-2 cm long, 

with a 2-3 cm incurved wing; they drop in autumn or may persist through winter.  Unlike most other maples, the A. negundo is fully 

dioecious and both a "male" and "female" tree are needed for either to reproduce.

a & b)  Japannese magnolia/Japanese Tulip/Tulip Tree/Magnolia x 

soulangeana (Uitheems/Exotic)

Magnolia x soulangeana, commonly known as saucer magnolia, is a deciduous hybrid magnolia (M. denudata x M. liliiflora). It is the 

most commonly grown deciduous magnolia. Saucer Magnolia is a multi-stemmed, spreading tree, 25 feet tall with a 20 to 30-foot 

spread and bright, attractive grey bark. Large, fuzzy, green flower buds are carried through the winter at the tips of brittle branches. 

Blooms open in late winter to early spring often before the leaves, producing large, white flowers shaded in pink, creating a spectacular 

flower display.

Nooienshaarboom/Maidenhair Tree/Gingko biloba (Uitheems/Exotic)



24 Faurestr/St. Hoër Meisieskool La Rochelle/ GHS

25 Hoofstr/Main St 285, Dwars-in-die-Weg

S 33˚ 44ʹ 05.1ʺ   EO 18˚ 57ʹ 45.3ʺ

S 33.73476˚      EO 18.96259˚

26 Toring Kerk/Church, Hoofstr/Main St

S 33˚ 43ʹ 58.4ʺ   EO 18˚ 57ʹ 47.3ʺ

S 33.73289˚      EO 18.96313˚

Camellia japonica (the Japanese camellia) is native to China, and not Japan -  they were introduced into Japan by the Buddhist monks. 

Sometimes called the Rose of winter, Camellia japonica is an evergreen flowering tree or shrub, usually 1.5–6 metres (4.9–19.7 ft) tall. 

The youngest branches are purplish-brown, becoming grayish-brown as they age. The flowers appear along the branches, particularly 

towards the ends, and have very short stems. They occur either alone or in pairs, and are 6–10 centimetres (2.4–3.9 in) across. 

Camellia flower forms are quite varied but the main types are single, semi-double, formal double, informal double and elegans (or 

anemone) form. Japanese camellias shine in winter, with their glossy, deep green leaves and brilliant symmetry. Red, pink, and white 

flowers appear during May, June and July, and they range from solids to stripes and from single cups of petals to tight double blooms. 

Camellia japonica has appeared in paintings and porcelain in China since the 11th century.

Queenslandvy/Moreton Bay Fig/Ficus macrophylla  (Uitheems/Exotic)

Ficus macrophylla, commonly known as the Moreton Bay fig, is a large evergreen banyan tree of the Moraceae family that is a native 

of most of the eastern coast of Australia. Its common name is derived from Moreton Bay in Queensland, Australia. It is best known for 

its beautiful buttress roots. Ficus macrophylla is a medium to large, spreading tree 15 to 35 metres high with a similar spread. The 

large leaves are oval-shaped to elliptical 100-250 mm long, dark glossy green above and rusty beneath. The fruits are 20-25 mm in 

diameter, yellowish and turning purple when ripe. They occur on stalks from 10-20 mm long. In the ground it develops into a tree with a 

vigorous root system - it is far too large for a suburban garden and can damage pavements and house foundations. It is an excellent 

shade tree for parks and larger properties and is widely used as a feature tree in parks and gardens around the world. Two South 

African specimens, in the Arderne Gardens in Claremont and the Pretoria Zoo respectively, have the widest and second widest 

canopies of any single-stemmed trees in the country.

Jakaranda/Jacaranda/Jacaranda mimosifolia (Uitheems/Exotic)

Jacaranda trees were introduced to South Africa in 1880 for ornamental purposes. The tree that is most often seen is the Blue 

Jacaranda (Jacaranda mimosifolia). It flowers in spring and early summer and the flowers last for two months. The government listed 

the jacaranda as an invasive species, which means the trees which already exist must be kept, but no more planting of the jacaranda 

tree. The Jacaranda is native to tropical and subtropical regions of Central America, South America, Cuba, Hispaniola, Jamaica and 

the Bahamas.

Kamelia/Camellia japonica  (Uitheems/Exotic)



27 h/v Hoofstr/Main St & Van der Lingenstr/St Toring 

S 33˚ 43ʹ 59.2ʺ   EO 18˚ 57ʹ 46.9ʺ

S 33.73312˚       EO 18.96302˚

28 Hoofstr/Main St, Laerskool Gimnasium

S 33˚ 43ʹ 58.0ʺ   EO 18˚ 57ʹ 45.7ʺ

S 33.73278˚       EO 18.96268˚

29 h/v Meul-/Carlettastr/St

S 33˚ 43ʹ 42.3ʺ   EO 18˚ 57ʹ 29.71ʺ

S 33.72874˚       EO 18.95806˚

Amberboom/ American Sweet gum/Liquidambar styraciflua/ 

(Uitheems/Exotic)

This exotic tree is native to areas of North America and is completely frost tolerant; it is known the world over for having vividly 

coloured autumn foliage; these include shades of red, purple and orange. Liquidambar styraciflua 'Paarl' bears a strong resemblance 

to the species but is distinguished by a crown that is columnar to narrow pyramidal. This cultivar was discovered by the Lappen tree 

nursery in Paarl, South Africa, and has been cultivated from about 1990. The autumn colour only appears at a late stage. The leaves 

then turn yellow to orange. 

Kuskoraalboom/ Coastal Coral Tree /Erythrina caffra 

(Inheems/Indigenous)

Origen: Southern Africa. A large, spreading tree, displaying lovely, big coral red flowers from winter to spring (May, June and July).  

The red seeds of the E.caffra are popular as the traditional ‘lucky bean’. Medicinally, the bark is laid on raw to treat arthritis and 

rheumatism, boiled to ease toothache, and burnt to heal open wounds. Crushed leaves are applied to festering sores, whilst an 

infusion from them relieves earache. The trunk and branches are grey and have knobbly spikes, which are more pronounced in old 

trees. It has also been fairly widely introduced outside of Africa, and is considered the official tree of Los Angeles, California. Tribal 

culture too, holds the tree as a royal tree, and in Zulu culture it is believed to have magic properties. In parts of the Eastern Cape, local 

inhabitants won’t burn the tree for fear of attracting lightning. It does well on the South African east coast. Carl Thunberg, who is also 

known as the father of South African botany, gave the tree its name in 1770. 

Verestofferboom/Feather Duster Tree/Schizolobium excelsum  

(Uitheems/Exotic)

A striking garden tree, with long, feathery, fan-like foliage. It bears semi-erect sprays of bright yellow flowers when the tree is briefly 

bare of leaves in spring. Quick-growing and quite frost resistant. Origin Brazil



30 Hoofstr/Main St 384

S 33˚ 43ʹ 28.5ʺ   EO 18˚ 57ʹ 44.4ʺ

S 33.72457˚      EO 18.96235˚
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h/v Optenhorst/Berlynstr/St in parkie langs Mediclinic 

Paarl  

 S 33˚ 43ʹ 02.6ʺ  EO 18˚ 58ʹ 09.9ʺ

S 33.71739˚       EO 18.96941˚

32 h/v  Hospitaal/Bredastr/St

S 33˚ 43ʹ 34.1ʺ   EO 18˚ 58ʹ 06.1ʺ

S 33.72589˚      EO 18.96492˚

Taxodium distichum is a conifer that grows naturally in the saturated and seasonally inundated soils of the south-eastern parts of North 

America. The swamp cypress is deciduous, losing its leaves in winter, hence the common name bald cypress. For a short period in 

late autumn the leaves of the swamp cypress are a lovely, rusty red. The swamp cypress is monoecious, with separate male and 

female flowers on the same tree. Willows, also called sallows and osiers, form the genus Salix - around 400 species of deciduous 

trees and shrubs, found primarily on moist soils in cold and temperate regions of the Northern Hemisphere. Willows all have abundant 

watery bark sap, which is heavily charged with salicylic acid; soft, usually pliant, tough wood, slender branches and large, fibrous, often 

stoloniferous roots. The roots are remarkable for their toughness, size, and tenacity to life, and roots readily grow from aerial parts of 

the plant. The leaves are typically elongated, but may also be round to oval, frequently with serrated edges. Most species are 

deciduous. In color, the leaves show a great variety of greens, ranging from yellowish to bluish. The leaves and bark of the willow tree 

have been mentioned in ancient texts from Assyria, Sumer and Egypt as a remedy for aches and fever, and in Ancient Greece the 

physician Hippocrates wrote about its medicinal properties in the fifth century BC. Native Americans across the Americas relied on it as 

a staple for their medical treatments. It provides temporary pain relief.

Bloekombome /Blue Gum/ Eucalyptus saligna (Uitheems/Exotic)

Eucalyptus saligna grows as a straight and tall forest tree, growing to heights of 30 to 55 (or rarely 65) m (100–210 ft) tall with a dbh of 

2 or even 2.5 m (7–10 ft). The trunk has smooth pale grey or white bark with a long (1 to 4 m high) 'skirt' of rough brownish bark at the 

base. The dark green leaves are arranged alternately along the stems and are 10–17 cm (4-6.5 in) long by 2–3 cm (0.8-1.2 in) wide. 

The white flowers appear from December to February, and are arranged in groups of seven to eleven in umbellasters.  Commonly 

known as the Sydney blue gum or simply blue gum, Eucalyptus saligna was described by English naturalist James Edward Smith in 

1797, and still bears its original name.

Kanariese dadelpalm/Canary Island Date Palm/Phoenix canariensis 

(Uitheems/Exotic)

As the name indicates this Phoenix species is a native of the Canary Islands in the North Atlantic Ocean off the coast of Africa. This 

large solitary palm generally grows 10 to 20 m high.  The trunk can reach a diameter of more than a meter and is covered with an 

attractive, diamond-shaped pattern from old leaf scars. Up to a 100 leaflets grow on each side of the central rachis. The yellow to 

orange fruits are oval-shaped   and contain a single large seed each. The fruit is edible, but only a very thin layer covers the seed, not 

making it worth harvesting.

Moerassipres/Swamp Cypress/Taxodium distichum(Uitheems/Exotic) en 

Wilgebome /Willow Trees/Salix (Uitheems/Exotic)



33 Dorpstr/St 11

S  33˚ 43ʹ 40.9ʺ  EO 18˚ 57ʹ 56.3ʺ1

S 33.72804˚       EO 18.96563˚

34 h/v Breda/Sinagogestr/St

S 33˚ 43ʹ 43.9ʺ   EO 18˚ 58ʹ 06.7ʺ

S 33.72886˚       EO 18.96853˚

35 h/v Breda/Loopstr/St

S 33˚ 43ʹ 56.9ʺ   EO 18˚ 58ʹ 06.4ʺ

S 33.73246˚       EO 18.96846˚

This evergreen  oak is of medium size, growing up to 20 meters high, though it is often quite stunted in its native environment of south-

western Europe and north-west Africa.  Cork oaks are considered to be soil builders and their fruits have been shown to have useful 

insecticidal properties.   Q. suber is easily recognised by its thick, insulating bark. This may have been the species’ evolutionary 

answer to forest fires.   This layer grows thicker over time and when the tree is about 10 years old the cork can be harvested.  A new 

cork layer grows again and trees are harvested about  12 times in their lifetime.  All around the Cape, from Constantia to Paarl, and 

even in the Kruger National Park, many hundreds of original trees with more than 100 years are still found at wineries, forests, roads 

and parks.  These Mediterranean trees can live up to 200 years and do not require the use of chemical herbicides, fertilizers or 

irrigation.

Norfolkeilandden/Norfolk Island  Pine/ Araucaria hererophylla 

(Uitheems/Exotic)

Endemic to lowland areas of Norfolk Island, a small island (about 10 square kilometers) about 1500 km east of Australia. These trees 

also do very well in South Africa; a tree at Arderne Gardens, Claremont, Cape Town, is 211 cm dbh and 44.8 m tall.  Captain Cook 

thought the pine would provide 'Masts for the largest Ships' but it was found later to be unsuitable for masts. It proved a useful timber 

for other purposes however. Young trees have an almost symmetrical form for the first 40 years or so. Female cones are produced on 

trees older than 15 years and male cones on trees older than 40 years. Prolific seed fall occurs every 4-5 years.

Kurkeik/Cork Oak/Quercus suber  (Uitheems/Exotic)

Koorsboom /Fever Tree/ Vachellia zanthophloea Inheems/Indigenous)

Vachellia xanthophloea is a water-loving deciduous  fragrant tree. It has clean-cut branches, sparse leaves and an open, rounded to 

flattish crown, with a spread of 10 to 12 meters. It is immediately eye-catching with its smooth, slightly flaking, greenish-yellow bark 

which is coated in a yellow, powdery substance. The long, white thorns are noticeable on young trees, but become inconspicuous on 

mature trees. The tree has yellow small clusters of sweetly scented, round, fluffy flowers in spring. A popular tree for nesting birds for 

the protection it provides, it is also host to many butterfly species within its natural habitat. The bark is used for treating fevers and eye 

complaints.



36 h/v Breda/Van der Lingenstr/St

S 33˚ 43ʹ 59.1ʺ   EO 18˚ 58ʹ 06.5ʺ

S 33.73307˚       EO 18.96846˚
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Bergrivier/Berg River Boulevard, op middelman langs 

Polisiestasie

S 33˚ 44ʹ 16.1ʺ   EO 18˚ 57ʹ 41.4ʺ

S 33.73781˚      EO 18.96151˚

38 Bergrivier Boulevard (Brandweer/Fire Brigade)

S 33˚ 44ʹ 24.6ʺ   EO 18˚ 58ʹ 03.6ʺ

S 33.74017˚       EO 18.96766˚

Natalse vy/Natal Fig/Ficus natalensis (Inheems/Indigenous)

The dense, dark green, drooping canopy of the magnificent Ficus natalensis makes it one of our finest indigenous shade trees.  In the 

Cape region for example, the Natal Fig has a neat single trunk and tends to be smaller than it’s counterparts growing in subtropical 

regions, where the canopy becomes far wider with a profusion of aerial roots and a buttressed trunk.  Ficus natalensis is one of the 

most widely used species by Bonsai enthusiasts. The fat stem and intricately gnarled roots are perfect for achieving a variety of 

popular Bonsai styles.

Kanferboom/Camphor Tree/Cinnamonum camphora  (Uitheems/Exotic)

This tree is native to East Asia and  is an evergreen tree growing 10-26m high with a dense canopy. It has smooth bark which is green 

becoming rough, scaly and brownish-grey. The trunk becomes massive and spreading at its base. The leaves are reddish when young 

turning glossy bright green above and blue-grey beneath and three-veined from the base. The leaves have a glossy, waxy appearance 

and smell of camphor when crushed. In spring, it produces bright green foliage with masses of small white flowers. It produces clusters 

of black, berry-like fruit around 1 cm (0.39 in) in diameter. Camphor trees are the oldest living, officially documented trees on the sub-

continent. They were first introduced to the Cape from China and Japan around 1670.

Amerikaanse esboom/American Ash /Fraxinus americana 

(Uitheems/Exotic)

This ash species is native to North America. Legend has it that this specific American Ash tree, a beacon in Paarl, grew from a branch 

that was stuck into the soil to keep washing lines intact in a previous century.This tree was very dear to the late writer W.A. (Uncle Bill) 

de Klerk, relentless campaigner of the Afrikaans cultural heritage. On more than one occasion he referred to this tree as the true 

Afrikaans “taalmonument" of Paarl. A favourite story he told was how, in the previous century, the washing women did their washing on 

the banks of the Berg River. He considered this place to be the birthplace of Afrikaans – there where they spoke kitchen language 

(kombuistaal) while doing their washing. It was those people that helped to give stature to the Afrikaans language. Workers. Talkers. 

And then one day one of them stuck a branch into the soil  on the banks of the Berg River to serve as angular support for a washing 

line. This branch rooted and spread and grew into the beautiful tree as it is known today by many Paarlites as the “washing tree” 

(wasboom). This “washing tree” (wasboom) is an unique example of how a language was created in its early days.
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Bergrivier Boulevard, Kerkhof Gemeente Noorder 

Paarl/Cemetary

S 33˚ 44ʹ 31.1ʺ   EO 18˚ 58ʹ 04.3ʺ
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Brug/bridge Bergrivier Boulevard oorkant/opposite 
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S 33˚ 44ʹ 52.1ʺ   EO 18˚ 58ʹ 02.0ʺ

S 33.74780˚       EO 18.96723˚

PAARL TUINBOUBESTUUR 2015

"I speak for the trees for the trees have no tongues"

Dr Seuss

Paarl Arboretum 

The establishment of an Arboretum on the banks of the Berg River was made by the then Town Treasurer of Paarl, Mr A E Short, in 

1957. During October of that year, the Paarl Arboretum was inaugurated by Prof H B Rycroft, then Director of the National Botanical 

Gardens. In the following 30 years the Arboretum was slowly developed and it is only due to the efforts of the late Mr A M J Scheltens 

during 1959 – 1971 that the Arboretum is in its present form today. On 1 October 1987, during the Paarl 300 Festival, the Paarl 

Arboretum was fully opened to the public by the Minister of Environmental Affairs, Mr. G Kotze. The Arboretum is situated on the 

eastern bank of the Berg River, is 2.8 km long and occupies approximately 31 ha. In excess of 2 600 trees and shrubs, representing 

some 650 different indigenous and exotic species can be observed. A unique feature is that trees and shrubs are grouped according 

to 6 continents of origin. The continents as found from the entrance gate, together with approximate numbers of species are: Europe 

(81), Africa (153), South America (48), Asia (185), North America (93) and Australasia (113). A layout and relief plan of the Arboretum 

can be found at the entrance gate. Detailed wall plans show the tree positions in each individual continent. Trees, where possible, 

have been numbered on plans and labeled with their official tree numbers, both indigenous and exotic. 

Kurkeik /Cork Oak/Quercus suber (Uitheems/Exotic) 

This evergreen  oak is of medium size, growing up to 20 meters high, though it is often quite stunted in its native environment of south-

western Europe and north-west Africa. Cork oaks are considered to be soil builders and their fruits have been shown to have useful 

insecticidal properties. Q .suber is easily recognised by its thick, insulating bark. This may have been the species’ evolutionary answer 

to forest fires. This layer grows thicker over time and when the tree is about 10 years old the cork can be harvested.  A new cork layer 

grows again and trees are harvested about 12 times in their lifetime. All around the Cape, from Constantia to Paarl, and even in the 

Kruger National Park, many hundreds of original trees with more than 100 years are still found at wineries, forests, roads and parks. 

These Mediterranean trees can live up to 200 years and do not require the use of chemical herbicides, fertilizers or irrigation.


